State-of-the-art text spotting systems typically aim to detect isolated words or word-by-word text in images of natural scenes and ignore the semantic coherence within a region of text. However, when interpreted together, seemingly isolated words may be easier to recognize. On this basis, we propose a novel "semantic-based text recognition" (STR) deep learning model that reads text in images with the help of understanding context. STR consists of several modules. We introduce the Text Grouping and Arranging (TGA) algorithm to connect and order isolated text regions. A text-recognition network interprets isolated words. Benefiting from semantic information, a sequenceto-sequence network model efficiently corrects inaccurate and uncertain phrases produced earlier in the STR pipeline. We present experiments on two new distinct datasets that contain scanned catalog images of interior designs and photographs of protesters with hand-written signs, respectively. Our results show that our STR model outperforms a baseline method that uses state-of-the-art single-wordrecognition techniques on both datasets. STR yields a high accuracy rate of 90% on the catalog images and 71% on the more difficult protest images, suggesting its generality in recognizing text.
Introduction
Recognizing text in images is a research problem that has attracted significant interest in the last few years due to its numerous potential applications in document image analysis, image retrieval, scene understanding, visual assistance, and so on. Early work focused on images of printed text, which can be interpreted with traditional sliding-windowbased Optical Character Recognition (OCR) techniques. In the last few years, great progress has been made with the development of methods that use deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [14, 24] to "spot text" in natural scene images, that is, to both locate text target regions and then recognize the words in these regions.
Although tremendous efforts have been devoted to improving the performance of text spotting models, being able (a) (b) Figure 1 : In this work, we show that recognizing words in images may fail when they are considered individual word by individual word, but including an analysis of semantic information can help correcting inaccurate predictions. State-of-the-art text recognition misses the letter "P" and misinterprets the word "SPILLS" as "SILLS" (Fig 1a) , while our proposed semantic-based text recognition deep learning model STR groups and arranges the images of words, utilizes semantic information, and improves text recognition -here, the bi-gram "OIL SPILLS" (Fig 1b) to read text automatically in arbitrary images is still extremely challenging and remains an open problem. This even applies to the seemingly "easy" domain of document images when they include photographs of natural scenes with text overlays. We collected such images and offer a new large dataset with ground-truth labels, which we make publicly available [anonymous] . We scanned almost 8,000 pages of historic interior design catalogues. The pages show photos of home interiors and furniture, text descriptions that include hundreds of thousands of words, and prices. Analysis of this data is difficult due to the placement of the text in the photos and scanning artifacts.
To create a true research challenge for text spotting in outdoor scenes, we designed a second dataset that includes highly variable text, which appears on hand-written signs that people carry in street protests ( Fig. 1 ). Words may be geometrically distorted, and word phrases not horizontally aligned. Furthermore, font type and size of hand-written text are highly irregular.
The ground-truth annotations that we provide in both of our datasets include group labels for coherent word phrases (e.g. a protest sign slogan) and paragraphs. To the best of our knowledge, this property is unique. Existing datasets do not provide such groupings. They contain outdoor scenes with single-word text such as traffic signs (STOP), street names, or signs on building facades (restaurant names). State-of-the-art methods that have been trained on existing datasets therefore treat every occurrence of text in an image as an isolated region that needs to be interpreted individually.
The innovative insight that our paper offers is that images with word groups contain semantic information that should not be ignored. Semantic information should contribute to the ability of a model to read text. In this paper, we show how a deep learning model can be designed and trained to take advantage of semantic information in order to recognize multi-word text in images.
In this paper, we propose a novel semantic-based text recognition deep learning model, called STR ( Fig. 1 ). With this model, we make two main contributions: Firstly, we put forward a layout analysis algorithm, called TGA, with which the text regions that collectively make up a sentence or paragraph can be grouped together and arranged in the correct order. Secondly, we propose a Sequenceto-Sequence Learning Model [24] that converts sequences from one domain to sequences in another domain, in order to correct the predicted results from single-word text recognition, improving the accuracy of the model by including semantic information.
The motivations of the sequence-to-sequence semanticbased spelling correction model are three fold. Firstly, the sequence-to-sequence model is used to translate a data sequence into another data sequence and widely used in the fields of machine translation, audio recognition, etc. Based on this, we treat predicted results from text recognition as input sequences and treat corrected results as output sequences to reach our spelling correction goal. Secondly, in order to take advantage of domain knowledge, the inputs to our model are phrases of words rather than single words, so that the model can combine domain knowledge and context to correct the result of our text recognition module. Thirdly, for the purpose of making the model to more effective in combining "front and back memory information" when correcting the spelling of words, we implemented a bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network [23] in the encoder part of our sequence-to-sequence model.
To show the effectiveness of our proposed model, we conduct experiments on the aforementioned interior design and protest image datasets.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We introduce TGA, an effective algorithm that groups word regions in a phrase, sentence, or paragraph, and arranges them in the correct order.
• We use a sequence-to-sequence model to effectively correct the results from a text-recognition network based on semantic information.
• We create two new labeled datasets.
• Our STR model performs well in different experiments with different semantic contexts, suggesting its generality in recognizing text.
Related Work
Text in images of natural scenes appears in various fonts and colors; it may be illuminated unevenly and appear in complex backgrounds. These are all challenges that must be addressed. We here briefly discuss related works on text recognition, sequence-to-sequence methods, and spelling correction methods.
Text recognition is an active research topic in computer vision and document image analysis. A predominant stateof-the-art methodology is to find image regions with text and then consider one character at a time in these regions to recognize the text. Following this methodology, He et al. [10] , for example, proposed a multi-layer network architecture that is unique in its convolutional input layer and processes small image patches (32x32x3) in order to recognize characters in text regions. The focus on characters has been considered a limitation of the methodology.
An alternative approach is try to recognize words, one at a time, once text regions have been identified. Jaderberg et al. [14] followed this methodology by first detecting candidate text regions with a high-recall, low-precision regionproposal network, then filtering and refining the results with a Random Forest approach to yield word regions, and finally passing these word images into a dictionary-based CNN that outputs the likelihood that the input is an image of a word in the dictionary. Dictionary-based CNN classifiers have been criticized for causing severe overfitting problems if the dimension of the output one-hot vector is too large compared to the information provided by an insufficientlysized training dataset.
A sequence-to-sequence learning model for text recognition was proposed by Shi et al. [24] . In this framework, convolutional features are extracted at encoder stage, and then Bidirectional LSTM is applied to decode these features, then CTC is used to form the final text. Later they also developed an attention-based STN for rectifying text distortion, which is useful to recognize curved scene text (Shi et al. 2016 [25] ). Bai et al. [4] proposed EP text recognition model focusing on the missing, superfluous and unrecognized characters and alleviating misalignment problem for text recognition. However, these models all take texts in images as isolated individuals. Even though lexicon-based methodology is implemented, tree-based search algorithm can decrease the speed of framework. Figure 2 : Overall architecture of STR: First, a Perspective Transformation module produces cropped and normalized text images based on text bounding boxes. Text regions are grouped and arranged by the TGA algorithm module. The text recognition network predicts isolated words. Based on semantic information, the predictions are improved by the final module, the sequence-to-sequence network. In the example shown here, it corrects the words lie, if, and or.
Aside from text recognition, the sequence-to-sequence learning model is also widely used in the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP) [3, 5, 15, 18, 27, 29, 31, 32] . Some popular implementations include dialogue systems [32] , neural machine translation [5, 15] , and automatic text summarization [18] .
Spelling error correction is a longstanding NLP problem that has been addressed in various ways, for example, with a k-gram-based approach [28] , a text-level maximum likelihood approach [6] , and a sequence-to-sequence-based approach [7] .
Based on the prior work on text recognition and spelling error correction, we implemented a text recognition model that provides prediction baseline results, then the proposed TGA algorithm first groups and then arranges isolated text regions within the image together. Finally, a sequence-tosequence model is proposed to improve the text recognition accuracy based on the semantic information extracted from these text regions.
Methodology

Overview
The overview of our model is illustrated in Fig. 2 . STR consists of two branches and four modules, connected in series, to recognize text in images by understanding context. The four modules are a perspective transformation module, a text recognition module, a text grouping and arranging module, and a text spelling correction module.
Perspective Transformation
Text recognition is sensitive to text skew and distortion in images. A perspective transformation process is introduced to convert the quadrilateral text proposals into axisaligned text regions, which makes it easier to interpret by our subsequent text recognition modules. Each text image region firstly was computed by cropping from origi-
Layer Type
Layer Configuation conv bn relu k: [3, 3] Table 1 : The configuration of the text recognition network model. The abbreviations 'k,' 's,' 'p,' 'o,' and 'w' refer to kernel size, stride size, padding size, number of output channels, and the max-pooling window size, respectively. nal images and relying on the coordinates of the groundtruth bounding boxes. Second, a "Perspective Transformation Algorithm" is introduced to rectify text regions, which makes good foundation for text recognition.
Text Recognition
The Text Recognition branch is to predict text's label of each letter. Inspired by CRNN [24] , CNN and Bidirectional LSTM are adopted to get text recognition results from text images. For the convolutional part, VGG-based convolutional layers [26] automatically extract a feature sequence from each input image. For the recurrent part, A bidirec-tional LSTM model is built for making prediction for each frame of the feature sequence, getting predicted results for text recognition. The backbone of text recognition branch is shown in Table 1 .
At the end of text recognition branch, connectionist temporal classification (CTC) [8] is used to estimate a sequence probability, translating perfume results into a label sequence. The formulation of the conditional probability is briefly described as follows: With the input sequence x = x 1 ,...,x M , where M is the sequence length, the distribution can be given as x m ∈ R |C| , where C include all character labels. Given the ground truth sequence y = y 1 , ..., y T , the conditional probability of the label y * is the sum of probabilities of all paths π, i.e.,
where β defines the conditional probability given labelling y * as the sum of the probabilities of all the many-to-one mapping. The training process attempts to maximize the log-likelihood of the summation in Eq. (1) over the whole training set. Following the work by Graves et al. [8] , we define the text recognition loss function to be
where N is the number of text regions in an input text image and y * n is the most probable label for text recognition.
Text Grouping and Arranging
In order to retrieve the semantic information of a text in an image, it is essential to group and arrange isolated text or word regions into paragraphs or sentences in the correct logical order. To accomplish this, we propose the Text Grouping and Arranging (TGA) algorithm. The TGA algorithm takes geometric information of each text region from the Text Detection module, and outputs the text of logically grouped and arranged sentences or paragraphs. It uses two processes, text grouping and text arranging, which are explained in detail below. Sample results of the TGA algorithm are shown in Fig. 5 .
Text Grouping
The core idea of the text grouping process is inspired by the flood fill algorithm. The text grouping process starts from a randomly selected text bounding box and groups neighboring bounding boxes together. We assume that these neighboring text regions belong to one sentence or paragraph. The details of the text grouping algorithm are summarized in Algorithm 1. In the pseudocode, U denotes the unlabeled text bounding boxes, and L represents the labeled text bounding boxes. Due to the text grouping process, we can successfully group text regions from images by relying on their geometric information.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for Text Grouping
Require: Unlabeled Text Bounding Boxes: U Ensure: Labeled Text Bounding Boxes:
if SameGroup(seed, b i ) then 10:
end while 15: if U = ∅ and L = ∅ then 16:
end while 21: return L 22: end function
Text Arranging
The next step of the TGA algorithm is to arrange grouped texts in the correct logical order with the help of the location of text bounding boxes in the images.
The text arranging process is inspired by the Linked List Traversing Algorithm. We assume that the correct text arrangement starts from the left and continues to the right, and always proceeds from the top to the bottom. Therefore all the grouped text bounding boxes are first sorted according to their horizontal coordinates then their vertical coordinates. The details of the text arranging process are summarized in Algorithm 2. In the pseudocode, U denotes unarranged text bounding boxes. A represents arranged text bounding boxes. The text arranging process enables us to arrange text regions in the correct logic order.
Spelling Correction
A sequence-to-sequence model is designed to correct spelling error by relying on semantic information in a specific domain. The backbone of the proposed model is based on a sequence-to-sequence network [29] that has produced Figure 3 : The structure of the proposed sequence-to-sequence spelling correction neural network. The encoder is composed of four bidirectional LSTM layers. The decoder is composed of four LSTM [11] layers. Global attention [19] is used to reduce the information loss from the encoder. Find pointer to next region on same line 10: if p next = null then 11: A ← ∅;
18:
A ←SortByVerticalLocation(DeleteSubLine(L)) Only keep list containing the most text regions in one line and sort relying on vertical coordinates in one line 19: return A 20: end function high-accuracy results for many NLP problems, including analyzing dialogues [2] , neural machine translation [35] , and automatic text summarization [21, 22] . These models learn to generate a variable-length information sequence or "flow of tokens" (e.g., an English sentence) from a variablelength input sequence or "input flow" (e.g., the corresponding Chinese sentence). LSTMs are used in the sequenceto-sequence framework to handle the exploding and vanishing gradient problems and make the best of the information about the immediate image background of the characters in an input sequence and their fonts.
The encoder of the sequence-to-sequence framework compresses the entire sequence of information into a fixedlength context vector, which cannot fully represent the information of the entire sequence, especially when long input sequences are given. Fortunately, this problem has been solved by the attention model [3] . It generates a "focus range" to indicate which parts of the input sequence should be focused on, and then produces the next output sequences based on the region of focus. The attention-based sequenceto-sequence model enables focus on specific parts of the input automatically to help generate a more accurate output result.
Before training our model, we need to transform the input sequences into a form that our sequence-to-sequence model can understand. Some examples are shown in Table 2. We treat each character as one word, then split each text using grave accent (') and split each character using space. The beginning of the sequence is marked as GO , and the end of the sequence is marked as EN D .
The structure of our sequence-to-sequence spelling-
Original sequence
Input sequence sitting room s i t t i n g ' r o o m black or yellow-red b l a c k ' o r ' y e l l o w -r e d respect for all r e s p e c t ' f o r ' a l l all lifes matter a l l ' l i f e s ' m a t t e r Table 2 : Examples of input sequence pre-processing.
correction model is shown in Fig. 3 . In this framework, the input sequence x is transferred into a context vector sequence c by a bidirectional LSTM-based encoder. The encoder process [1] can be defined as
where
are the encoder hidden states at time t.
The decoder is trained to predict the next character y t , given the context vector sequence c and all the previously predicted characters y 1 , y 2 , ..., y t−1 . The probability for the output sequence y can be defined as
where the conditional probability can be defined as p(y t |y 1 , ..., y t−1 , x) = g(y t−1 , s t , c t ),
with s t = f (s t−1 , y t−1 , c t ) denoting an decoder hidden state at time t.
In the attention-based sequence-to-sequence model [3, 19] , the mapping from each context vector c i to the encoder hidden state
The weight α ij for each h j can be computed by
where e ij = a(s i−1 , h j ) scores matching degree between input character j and output character i. During the training process, the training loss is computed on the output of the decoder at the character level. At the each time step t, the implemented loss function is the crossentropy loss per time step that is relevant to the previous time step [7] , which is computed as
log(P (y t |x, y t−1 , y t−2 , ..., y 1 )). (8) 
Experiments
We evaluate the proposed STR method on two benchmark datasets and compare our results to a baseline method. We first explain why it is not meaningful to compare our model to various existing text-spotting methods. A comparison to a single baseline method, which uses state-of-the-art isolated-word recognition techniques, is sufficient.
Baseline Method
The performance of a new method is ideally tested on one or more existing benchmark dataset(s), which allows comparison to the performance of state-of-the-art methods on the same data. The benchmark datasets used to test text recognition methods are ICDAR 2013 [16] , which contains 1,015 images of cropped words, III5k-words [20] , which contains 3,000 test images collected from the Web, and/or Street View Text [33] , collected from Google Street View (and thus mostly contains sparse text regions). It is important to note that the text in these image datasets are typically isolated words, which are not relevant to each other semantically. So the text in the image cannot express unified semantic information. STR relies on potential semantic information to improve the prediction of our text recognition module, which uses state-of-the-art isolated-word recognition. In order to test the benefit of using semantic information in STR, we therefore work with newly created datasets, which we describe in detail next.
Training Strategy
To analyze the performance of our STR method on the two datasets IDD and TPID, we train the text recognition and sequence-to-sequence spelling correction models specifically on each dataset, yielding a IDD-specific STR system that can recognize text in scanned pages of interior design catalogues, and a TPID-specific STR system that can recognize text (typically hand-drawn) on protest signs in natural scenes. We employ different training strategies for the two experiments:
Our text recognition model is trained on MJSynth [12, 13] and SynthText [9] datasets for TPID STR system. For the IDD STR system, we fine-tune this pre-trained model using 4,708 training images from IDD. These training images contains more than 600,000 text image regions. We adopt RMSprop as the optimizer for this IDD textrecognition model and set the learning rate to 0.0001.
The spelling-correction branch is trained by using the OpenNMT-py framework [17] with batch size equal to 64. the training dataset consists of grouped and arranged sentences from IDD obtained with our TGA algorithm. Our encoder is composed of a 4-layer bidirectional LSTM and our decoder is composed of 4-layer LSTM with a dropout rate set to 0.3. Encoder and decoder are connected with the Luong Attention framework [19] . The optimization method used by our IDD spelling-correction model is stochastic gradient descent. Its learning rate is set to 1.0, starting decay from 50,000 steps and cutting in half every 10,000 steps. For the TPID STR system, due to limited number of training images, we first get a pre-trained spelling-correction model using titles related to protest from the Thompson dataset [30] with the same parameters and process as IID STR systems. We then manually induce noise for grouped and arranged sentences of training images to fine-tune it.
The STR system is implemented using Pytorch on a single NVNDIA GTX 1080Ti graphic card with 11 GB memory.
Experimental Results and Discussion
The proposed STR method recognizes 90% (=226,067/251,074) of the words in IDD and 71% (=1,630/2,293) of the words in TPID correctly. Our results reveal that it outperforms the text recognition baseline for both datasets. In particular, on IDD, STR beats the baseline by 4.68 percent points and, on TPID, STR beats the baseline by 5.46 percent points ( Table 3) .
The high accuracy rate of STR on the document images is due to the fact that the task is relatively easy. The words are all machine generated, horizontally aligned, and the characters within a word have fixed fonts. This reduces the difficulty of text recognition, grouping and arranging. The task of interpreting text in the protest images is significantly more difficult. Due to the diversity of handwritten Table 3 : Results of our STR method applied to two datasets and compared to the baseline method, which uses state-ofthe-art text recognition techniques. Figure 4 : Results of TGA on a document image from the interior design dataset. Texts that TGA grouped into a single semantic context are visualized with the same background color (seven regions in this example). The center of each recognized word is shown with a green dot. A red arrow indicates connection of the words within a text row and across text rows.
text layouts, text grouping in TPID is not easy. At the same time, the variability of the aspect ratio and font type of the handwritten text also makes it more challenging to arrange and recognize the text on the signs in the TPID. The TGA algorithm can play an important role in text recognition because it groups and arranges words in images. The performance of TGA on the document image data IDD was excellent (Fig. 4) .
The performance of TGA on the protest image data TPID was reliable in images with single, clearly-written signs ( ( Fig. 5 (a)-(c) ) and not as strong if several difficult-to-read text regions are present ( Fig. 5 (e )-(f)). Words belonging to different signs that are very close to each other rises the difficulty of grouping and causes the text regions that do not belong to each other be grouped together. This phenomenon is rare in IDD. An additional hurdle is that, due to the diversity of the size and font of the handwritten text on protest signs, the bounding boxes of the words in TPID as not as clearly aligned horizontally as in the IDD. This causes a higher error rate in text arranging.
Compared to the text recognition baseline, STR performs more accurately because it can use the overall context information from the text regions in an image to check
(e) (f) Figure 5 : Results of TGA on TPID images. Perfect results of TGA are shown in (a)-(d), failure cases are shown in (e) and (f). The center of each recognized word is shown as a red dot. A green arrow indicates the semantic connection of the words within a text region. It is noteworthy that, in (d), the words on the two neighboring signs, held up by the same woman, are correctly recognized to belong to different contexts. This does not apply to the three signs in (e), which contain a collection of disjoint, rotated words, and for which the semantic context is difficult to establish. Since only a part of the sign in the top left corner of the image in (f) is shown, TGA failed to order the words on the sign correctly. and correct predicted results from the single-word textrecognition baseline ( Figs. 1 and 6) . At the same time, we found that STR can utilize morphological information of one text to correct the prediction from the text recognition baseline. STR combines multi-level information, instead of image information, and thus can improve the accuracy (a) (b) Figure 6 : Sample results of STR. In the TPID image in (a), the baseline text recognition method outputs 'REFUGEES WELCONE HERE,' while STR predicts the correct 'REFUGEES WELCOME HERE.' In the IID image in (b), the baseline method omits two occurrences of the word 'a,' but STR correctly predicts these two words based on the context of the sentence.
of the text recognition baseline. Note that combination of multi-modal information to obtain improved prediction results is of great significance to the research work in the field of computer vision.
Conclusions
In this work, we proposed a new deep learning model called STR. This model can efficiently understand the context between regions of text or between words in images. By grouping and arranging text and relying on semantic information from images, our model is able to efficiently improve prediction results from text recognition and extract sentences or paragraphs from images instead of isolated text regions or words like state-of-the-art frameworks do. The experiments demonstrate that our model achieves superior or highly competitive performance and suggest generality in that our model can handle different semantic contexts in images.
We achieved this performance based on two insightswe realized the value of grouping text that belongs together and the value of correcting word choices and spelling with contextual information. We proposed the TGA algorithm to group and arrange text in the same paragraph together, and we succeeded in applying spelling correction with contextual information.
Our datasets, their ground-truth labels, as well as our code will be made publicly available with publication of this work. We hope to inspire follow-up work that tries to improve upon the performance of text recognition in the challenging protest image dataset, and also applies our ideas to text recognition in other domains.
